
 

 

FINAL DECLARATION 

Adopted on 13 June 2022 by the Presidents of Parliament of Small European States 

at the conclusion of the 15th Conference, held in the Principality of Monaco 

 

The Presidents or representatives of the Parliaments of the Principality of Andorra, the Republic 

of Cyprus, the Republic of Iceland, the Principality of Liechtenstein, the Grand-Duchy of 

Luxembourg, the Republic of Malta, the Principality of Monaco, Montenegro and the Republic 

of San Marino; 

Meeting in Monaco from 12 to 14 June 2022, at the invitation of the President of the National 

Council of the Principality of Monaco, Mr Stéphane VALERI, on the occasion of the 15th 

Conference of the Presidents of Parliament of Small European States; 

Observing that their countries share numerous interests based on common values, and face 

similar problems; 

Stressing in particular their shared unequivocal commitment to uphold international law and 

human rights, which are key for the protection of small states;  

Reaffirming the importance of interparliamentary cooperation between Small European States 

to foster dialogue and mutual understanding; 

Emphasising the importance of further strengthening discussions between the countries on 

major social, economic and environmental issues;  

Recalling the fruitful debates that have taken place during this Conference; 

Reiterating the need for consultation and the adoption of common positions on matters of 

shared interest within the various parliamentary organisations, such as the Parliamentary 

Assembly of the Council of Europe, thus ensuring better visibility on the European and 

international stage for small States; 

Emphasising the importance of finding solutions to increase the agility and attractiveness of 

Small European States in economic development and the growth of tourism; 

Recalling the critical role of the Parliaments of Small European States in contributing to the 

management of the COVID-19 crisis and the lessons for the future that can be learned from it; 

Reaffirming their commitment to encouraging a greater role for women in political and 

economic life, and in society to further enhance gender equality; 

 

 



 

Praising the initiative by the President of the National Council of the Principality of Monaco to 

invite representatives from the Chambers of Commerce and Tourist Offices in their countries, 

to use the Conference as an opportunity to discuss matters of common interest, such as the 

importance of developing economic and tourism-related relationships, and the question of 

sustainable destinations in a post-COVID era; 

Furthermore, praising the invitation made to their countries’ Tourist Offices to set up display 

stands in a very popular location in the Principality of Monaco, to promote their destinations 

to residents of Monaco and to visitors; 

Reiterating the importance of continuing these parliamentary meetings every year; 

Appreciating the offer from the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg to host the 16th Conference in 

2023; 

Emphasising the quality of the discussions and their particularly constructive nature on the 

topics addressed; 

Noting a convergence of views on the following themes: 

- Concerning the agility and attractiveness of Small European States in economic 

development and the growth of tourism: 

 

1. The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States emphasise that, far from 
being a hindrance, the modest size of their countries allows them to evolve and 
adapt with much greater flexibility than other nations, particularly during periods of 
change or crisis; 

2. They affirm the necessity of promoting their advantages, as key players in their 
countries’ economic development and the growth of tourism, through their 
legislative and budgetary powers; 

3. They acknowledge their role in promoting economic development in their 
respective countries, including by taking into account the legitimate expectations 
and needs of economic actors ; 

4. They agree to act to improve their competitiveness within a reasoned framework 
that protects the environment and ensures sustainability. 

 

- Concerning the role of the Parliaments of Small European States in the COVID-19 crisis 

and lessons for the future: 

 

1. In light of the unprecedented health crisis faced by the continent of Europe in March 

2020, the Presidents of Parliament of Small European States, having shared their 

respective experiences, emphasise their critical contribution in limiting the health, 

economic and social consequences of the crisis; 



 

2. The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States consider that the Conference 

is an opportunity to take stock of this exceptional event and learn lessons from it 

for the next challenges our countries will face;  

3. They resolve to work towards developing more resilience and preparedness for 

upcoming crises, committing to opt for policies focusing on citizens’ needs, priorities 

and expectations; 

4. They note that the issues raised were numerous and that, now more than ever, 

particularly in Small European States, they played their role to the full while listening 

to the population, to support their country’s health policy. They agree on the 

importance of their role as guarantors of democratic values and institutional 

resource of the State, in supporting the actions of the executive, respecting the 

separation of powers provided for by each country’s Constitution. 

 

- Concerning the role of women in political life as Presidents of executive authorities or 

Parliaments, or as captains of industry: 

 

1. The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States observe that while women 
are playing a greater part in society, their role remains secondary in some cases; 

2. They note that female political or business leaders or heads of public organisations 
come from a range of different backgrounds. They belong to different generations 
and have in common the fact that they dared to overcome obstacles based on the 
illegitimate gender issues they encountered; 

3. The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States believe that it is essential to 
continue to update legislation and practices and take all necessary steps to create 
the right conditions to ensure gender equality; 

4. They stress the importance of changing the narrative on women in leadership, by 
raising awareness, promoting female role models and breaking stereotypes; 

5. The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States commit to promoting gender 
equality in leadership and decision making, underlining that equal representation is 
a necessary precondition for the proper functioning of democracy;  

6. They wish to continue to act to strengthen the role of women in Parliament, in terms 
of both numbers and the positions they occupy. Accordingly, they will continue to 
promote raising awareness of political engagement among young women and 
secure all adequate conditions to open paths for more women to follow existing 
women leaders’ examples; 

7. The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States commit to continuing this 
discussion in their parliaments and to continuing to share their respective 
experiences regularly. 

 



 

 

- Concerning the Ukrainian – Russian conflict : 

 

The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States agree to collectively enhance all 

their Parliamentary efforts in exploring all possible venues on a Parliamentary 

dimension, with both countries to lead towards a peaceful solution after the Russian 

invasion of Ukraine. 

 

- Concerning the 16th conference of the Presidents of Parliament of Small European 

States: 

 

The Presidents of Parliament of Small European States agree to meet again in 2023 for 

the 16th Conference in the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, which they thank for its 

invitation to host their annual meeting, and look forward to further discussions.  

 

 


